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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
770,12 €
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Ask a question about this product

Description
Sideshow Collectibles and Hot Toys are excited to officially present the latest addition to the Hot Angel Series (which features sexy female
characters in highly detailed outfits) - the sixth scale Alien Girl Collectible Figure!
The AVP - inspired Alien Girl is an original character designed by Hong Kong multimedia artist Mr. Elphonso Lam. Her appearance is a unique
combination of the stylistic Xenomorph and a sensuous human girl!
The Alien Girl collectible figure stands approximately 29 cm tall. She features a head sculpt with translucent carapace and two styles of
interchangeable faces, finely sculpted and realistically painted Alien skin texture throughout the newly developed body, a cannon blaster, and a
sophisticatedly crafted Alien Queen diorama figure base!
Alien fans, don't miss the chance to add this uniquely designed collectible figure to your collection!
License
Alien VS Predator
Type
Sixth Scale Figure
Manufacturer
Hot Toys
Artists
Elphonso Lam* (Character Design)
Joseph Tsang (Sculpt)
Viva Lai (Sculpt & Head Art Direction)
JC. Hong (Head Paint)
More about Elphonso Lam (???):
Elphonso Lam is a comic artist, musician, graphic designer and fashion designer. Born and raised in Hong Kong, Lam is a mainstay of local
popular culture. His remarkable comics works The Jam, Super Seven and GOODGIRL show his identifiable diverse styles from sexy pretty
ladies, rock bands and cute cartoons, etc. Back in 2010, Lam has participated in Hot Toys’ Iron Man Artist Projects and created his own vision
of Iron Man with themes of punk and rock & roll called “Devil Ironman” with Hot Toys’ 1/6th scale collectible figure. Currently, he creates
illustrations, comics and personal columns in magazines and music magazines.
WHAT'S IN THE BOX?
The Alien Girl Sixth Scale Collectible Figure specially features:
Original character creation designed by Hong Kong multimedia artist Elphonso Lam
Unique combination of Alien and human character design
Head sculpt with translucent carapace and two styles (realistic and caricature) of interchangeable face sculpts
Newly developed body with over 28 points of articulation
Finely sculpted and realistically painted Alien skin texture throughout the body
Approximately 29 cm tall
One (1) articulated Alien tail
Four (4) pieces of interchangeable hands including:
- One (1) pair of relaxed hands
- One (1) pair of hands for holding weapon
Each head sculpt is specially hand-painted
Weapon:
One (1) finely crafted cannon blaster
Accessory:
Specially-sculpted Alien Queen diorama figure stand
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